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ow many nurses think of themselves u~ "proport.( of the hospt1al 
- just one of the s.upplie~ 1he ho~pitul provides to 1he physician und 
he administra1or - somewhat on the samr level u~ bedpun~ und 
an~ge~. data (on the charts) and. iL, one nurse said. "100 much 

deference·-~ 
Just like the many commodities with which they are grouped. nurses rarely have 

any say in how their skills. education or talents arc Lltilizcd or have an,y meaningful 
input into the organilalion of the inslitution or lhe rare of their p;1tien1~. 

The sten.'otypical description of nufl.Cs in American culture and. unhnppily. 
among a large proponion of nurses themsclve~. includes such concept~ as subservi-
ence. passivity, dependence and powerlessness. This im11ge W!L~ molded in large part 
by the institution in which most nurses practice - the hospital - and it has been in 
the hospital's interest 10 foster and perpetuate it. This has been accomplished by 
imposing an organiz,atiooal or governance system in most ho.~pi tal, which concen-
trates power and co111rol in the hands of the few at the top. whi le blocking the reverse 
flow of communication, and. therefore. inlluencc over decision-making from the 
bouom up. 

The traditional hospital's nursing organizationalchart takes on the most autocrat-
ic of shapes, the dn'aded pyramid. At the top sits the hospital's CEO. usually male. 
almost always a professional administrator whose training is in business (or the 
business of healthcare\, rather than in care-giving. The CEO. along with his Board 
of Directors or Trustee.~. ~-els and controls the bud.gel. personnel policy and hospital 
procedures in gencrnl. 

The most highly placed nurse, known variously as tht Vice President for Nursing/ 
Nursing Services/Patient Care Servil.'CS, or the Senior Nurse Administrator. acts as a 
handmaiden to the lofty CEO. in j'ullt the correct position to ('atch the falling cnimb-~ 
as they tumble from his perpetmdly ti.ghtft-Sted hands. Often this nurse has only dim 
memoriesofbe<L~ide care. nOI having worked "hands-on" in the clinical area for many 
years. Below her are several Directors of Nursing or As~istant Vice Presidents. and 
below them theu11it Head Nurse. Lower still is the charge nurse and. lowest of all. the 
staff or floor nur~e. 

The structure of the pyramid has 1.'0llle to seem i•nevitable, if not natnrn-1. to many 
in the l\eahheare field. 

"Nurses don't know any other wa.y i'n mo-~t hospitals.'· explained Robert Hess. 
R.N., M.S.N. 'T ltt:y don't th.ink ,my other wa.y is even possible ... 

The pervasive acceptance of the traditional model hel'ps explai•n a troubling 
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Revolution 

paradox. How does it happen that hi~hly 
placed nurses like directors. supervisors 
and Vice Presidents seem not only to 
forget the frustrations and problems they 
faced when they were direct caregivers, 
but indeed appear to join forces with 
those they once saw as the "oppressors"? 

"Most newly promoted nurses adapt 
to the culture of the administrators," said 
TimothyGlennon,R.N., M.S.N.,and Vice 
President at Staten Island University 
Hospital. The nurse administrator is the 
member of a new peer group, he ex• 
plained. She must take on its attitudes, 
goals and values or face non-acceptance 
from her new colleagues. 

"One way or another, the traditional 
system finds ways to perpetuate itself," 
Glennon continued. New members of 
administration who start out pushing for 
innovation in governance and power-shar-
ing are forced "either to shut-up or leave," 
he said. And the shut-up or leave attitude 
doesn't stop with administrators; it per-
vades all levels of the nursing profession. 

But there are serious consequences 
to be faced as nurses become more and 
more discontent. Nursing has one of the 
highest job dissatisfaction ratings among 
professionals, the retention rates are abys-
mal and the declining quality of care 
caused by a severe shortage of skilled 
nurses has eroded public confidence in 
the American health system. 

So, in a spirit of enlightened self-
interest, the powers-that-be began to ask 
questions. Why, they wondered, were 
nurses leaving in droves? What aspects 
of the workplace were responsible for the 
high dissatisfaction ratings? Why were 
so many nurses abandoning careers they 
had worked so hard to achieve? 

"The traditional model [ of hospital 
governance] provided dis-incentives to 
the employee," Glennon explained. 
"Competence and skill were rewarded 
with more, and often more difficult, work 
- but with little additional respect, mon-
ey or, perhaps most important, real au-
tonomy," he added. 

"Why should I accept responsibility 
for more_ patients with more complex 
care reqwrcments when my pay, my title 
and the re~pect my opinions and judg-
ment receive from the administration 
don't increase at the same time?" asked 
Beth T., a nurse at a New York hospital 
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run on a traditional model. 
"All the credit, all the public recog-

nition, all the pride seems to belong to the 
doctors and the udministration," Bobbi 
T. continued. "It 's hard to keep going 
full tih when your contribution is trivial-
ized by the higher-ups. But we 're trivial-
ized so often. after a while we start to 
believe it." 

The key to turning the system around, 
Glennon said, is to allow people to "pull 
their own strings as far as possible, break 
down the flow from top to bottom and 
create wider, broad-based responsibility 
- and reward - for the running of the 
institution." 

Shared governance is an organiza-
tional model aimed, in theory, at doing 
just that - spreading responsibility, de-
cision-making and a sense of profession-
al autonomy throughout the nursing ranks, 
and spreading the influence of nurses to 
all levels of the hospital administration 
from the individual units to the Board of 
Directors. 

Shared governance is based on "a 
recognition that the professionals in a 
hospital need each other," explained Rob-
ert Hess. In his doctoral research at the 
University of Pennsylvania School of 
Nursing, Hess is developing an instru-
ment to examine the characteristics of 
shared governance and their effects on 
nurses and nursing care. 

"Everyone thinks they're doing it," 
he said, "but there are no cumulative 
evaluative data available" for examina-
tion of the system. 

Nurses from several settings were 
a~ked to comment on the shared gover-
nance system in their own hospitals and, 
while all were willing to share their opin-
ions, none was willing to speak if her 
name was used. The prevailing attitude 
seemed to be fear. As one nurse put it, 
"No matter how autonomous we like to 
believe we are, there are still consequenc-
es for the nurse who speaks out. Even if 
you can't be fired, there is always the fear 
that your charts will be audited or that, in 
some way, you'll be intimidated or de-
nied a promotion." 

One of these women, Lisa, practices 
in a large, urban medical center in the 
midwest; another, Marie, in a small rural 
hospital in New England; and the last, 
Bobbi T., in a suburban hospital on Long 
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Island. 
"The job titles may 

have changed," said Lisa, 
"but the tigers haven't 
changed their stripes." 
While conceding that staff-
ing was better on her unit, 
she noted that on important 
hospital issues that affect 
nursing, "the nurse's voice 
is not powerful enough." 
She explained that "the 
nurses who have the power 
don't want to give it up by 
bucking administration. So. 
in reality, once they get 
kicked upstairs, they be-
come the adversary of the 
staff nurse, not her advo-
cate. We may be sharing 
more responsibility now," 
she added, ''but it 's certain-
ly not reflected in our pay 
-or, for that matter, in the 
way administration regards 
us. What is better is that we 
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more freely without being second-guessed identify and deal with problems and pro-
by the doctors. This way, they 're finally vide data for changes in the model. 
getting the message that our judgment is Hess has developed six preliminary 
as valid and informed as theirs. And even dimensions of shared governance which 
if they're not getting the message, it's describe vital elements of this model and 
okay, as long as they leave us alone." which can provide data to measure its 

Bobbi, the suburban nurse, agreed. effectiveness. These are the dimensions: 
"We have gained a great deal of indepen-
dence on the unit level ," she said, "but • Professional Control. How much 
hospital-wide issues almost always seem 
to be decided contrary to nursing input. I 
think the administrators are happy not to 
have to bother with us about the small 
stuff, but when it comes to the big issues, 
they can '1 let go of their ultimate author-
ity over us." 

Only Marie, from rural New En-
gland, felt the model was working as 
advertised. "We, the nurses, doctors and 
administrators are working together to 
make the hospital work better," she ex-
plained. "The doctors seem to respect us 
more and the nurses feel better about 
themselves as professionals." 

Careful examination of how each of 
these hospitals is organized on paper, and 
evaluation of how well their organiza-
tional model is actually implemented, 
would allow the governance teams to 
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input do nurses have on the content of 
their practice? 
• Organization Influence. How do 
nurses influence resource allocation in 
the hospital? 
• Recognition. To what degree is it 
expected and acknowledged that nurses 
participate in governance? 
• Committee Structure. How do staff 
nurses participate in the hospital commit-
tee structure from the unit level to the 
Board of Trustees? 
• Liaisons. What are the opportunities 
for boundary expanders within the insti-
tution? 
• Alignment. What methods for conflict 
resolution between the various elements 
of the professional staff have been devel-
oped? 

continued on page 134 
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Who's Pulling 
the Strings? 

continued from page 15 

Hess' work is ongoing. As the data 
are analyzed, it will be interesting to see 
how shared governance - the reality -
is related to shared governance - the 
theory. Is this, finally, the way for nurses 
to become the respected professional part-
ners in the healthcare community they 
should be. or just the addition of more 
bureaucratic layers to make it seem that 
change is at hand. while the traditional 
power bases are maintained? 

An even more revolutionary model 
has been suggested by Steven Mitnick, 
R.N., a family practitioner in Florida. and 
Beauty Crummene from the School of 
Nursing at the Medical College of Vir-
ginia. They have developed an outline 
for independent group practice that, they 

predict, wi II guarantee autonomy of prac-
tice, decrease conflict between nurses 
and administrators and raise the imuge of 
nurses both for the public and for them-
selves. 

In this model. developed first for 
critical care units, but adaptable to other 
units as well, nurses are no longer direct-
ly employed by the hospital. Instead, 
nurses form group practices and contract 
with a hospital to, for example, staff the 
critical care unit or emergency room. As 
outside contractors. the group decides on 
its staffing requirements, sets standards 
for employee behavior. provides benefits 
to its employees and takes on the respon-
sibility of making sure the job gets done. 

So far, this very revolutionary model 
has not been implemented anywhere, but 
it may be an innovation whose time is 
coming,especially. as Mitnick and Crum-
mette predict, because it will raise the 
quality of nursing care. 

"Nursing care is a key factor in the 
reputation of any hospital ," Timothy 

Glennon explained. "The public b clear 
on what they want. It's just a good 
dollars-and-cents business decision for 
hospitals 10 do whatever is necessary to 
guarantee the best possible quality." 

As things stand now. nurses are not 
··pulling the strings'' in terms of hospital 
or patient care policies. Whether nurses 
will be more satisfied, stick with their 
jobs longer and provide better care under 
shared governance. independent group 
practice or some other model that has not 
yet been thought of. it is clear that the 
pyramid is crumbling. 
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Synopsis - Marionettes no more, nurses are beginning to take control and pull the strings 
themselves.


